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A Shilling for a Wife - Emma Hornby
2016-11-03
**Don't miss Emma Hornby's brilliant first WWII
saga, HER WARTIME SECRET - available now**
---------------------------- The bestselling debut saga
novel of 2017. Powerful, absorbing storytelling
that fans of sagas by Dilly Court, Rosie Goodwin
and Maggie Hope will adore. Sally Swann
thought life couldn't get much worse. Then a
single coin changed hands. A dismal cottage in
the heart of Bolton, Lancashire, has been Sally's
prison since Joseph Goden 'bought' her from the
workhouse as his wife. A drunkard and bully,
Joseph rules her with a rod of iron, using fists
and threats to keep her in check. When Sally
gives birth, however, she knows she must do
anything to save her child from her husband's
clutches. She manages to escape, and taking her
baby, flees for the belching chimneys of
Manchester, in search of her only relative. But
with the threat of discovery by Joseph, who will
stop at nothing to find her, Sally must fight with
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every ounce of strength she has to protect
herself and her son, and finally be with the man
who truly loves her. For a fresh start does not
come without a price . . . ---------------------------Readers love Emma Hornby: 'Similar to Rosie
Goodwin and Dilly Court, Emma Hornby tells a
brilliant story that will keep you guessing with
twists and turns. Pure talent.' 'Emma Hornby's
books just keep getting better and better.
Honest, gritty, lovely characters.' 'Keep writing
Emma, you are very talented and can't wait for
your next book. I've read them all.' 'Emma is a
wonderful storyteller and I can't wait for the
next one!' 'Thank you again Emma Hornby for a
captivating read' 'Another beautifully written
story by Emma Hornby'
Lights Out Till Dawn - Dee Williams
2011-06-09
A family struggles to face the war, amidst the
war-torn streets of London. Dee Williams writes
a heartrending saga of war, family and love in
London's East End, in Lights Out Till Dawn.
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Perfect for fans of Harry Bowling and Dilly
Court. Before World War II has even been
officially declared, ten-year-old Hazel Morgan
and her eight-year-old brother Peter are
evacuated, leaving London for the safety of the
Sussex countryside. With her children gone and
her husband John in the army, Rene Morgan
misses her family terribly. When she learns that
John has become a prisoner of war, she has to
take on the highly dangerous job of firewatcher.
Meanwhile, Hazel and Peter are desperate to go
back home. Returning to the city, they are
overjoyed to be reunited with their mother and
Gran. But their father is still far away and the
worst of the war is yet to come. As the air raids
increase, the Morgans must face the terror of
the Blitz together... What readers are saying
about Lights Out Till Dawn: 'This is an excellent
read and I was disappointed when I finished it
because I wanted it to go on forever... This book
is well written and I managed to read it in two
sittings. The characters were very well drawn
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and likeable... Great read. Can't recommend
enough' 'I love Dee Williams stories. She goes
into great detail and it is as if you are living it'
'Great read, the book draws you in. Keep up the
great work. Dee Williams has the knack of
bringing the characters to life'
Harp of Winds - Maggie Furey 1994
There had been four Artefacts of Power,
belonging to the four branches of the Magefolk.
Now, millennia later, only the human Mages
survived, and the Artefacts were lost. Until the
coming of Aurian... Child of wizards,
swordmistress, the headstrong Aurian had set
her power against that of Miathan, the evil
Archmage. Whilst he possessed the Cauldron of
Rebirth, Aurian had recreated the Staff of Earth,
the first of the three lost weapons, the only
defence against Miathan's plans of conquest.
Trapped in the Southern Lands, her powers reft
by pregnancy, Aurian must rely upon the untried
powers of the half-blood Mage Anvar as their
odyssey takes them to the realm of the
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mysterious Xandim, to the peaktop city of the
Skyfolk, and to the worlds beyond. But,
Miathan's webs of deceit are only beginning to
unfurl...
The Year of the Runaways - Sunjeev Sahota
2016-03-29
Short-listed for the 2015 Man Booker Prize The
Guardian: The Best Novels of 2015 The
Independent: Literary Fiction of the Year 2015
From one of Granta’s Best of Young British
Novelists and Man Booker Prize nominee
Sunjeev Sahota—a sweeping, urgent
contemporary epic, set against a vast
geographical and historical canvas, astonishing
for its richness and texture and scope, and for
the utter immersiveness of its reading
experience. Three young men, and one
unforgettable woman, come together in a
journey from India to England, where they hope
to begin something new—to support their
families; to build their futures; to show their
worth; to escape the past. They have almost no
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idea what awaits them. In a dilapidated shared
house in Sheffield, Tarlochan, a former rickshaw
driver, will say nothing about his life in Bihar.
Avtar and Randeep are middle-class boys whose
families are slowly sinking into financial ruin,
bound together by Avtar’s secret. Randeep, in
turn, has a visa wife across town, whose
cupboards are full of her husband’s clothes in
case the immigration agents surprise her with a
visit. She is Narinder, and her story is the most
surprising of them all. The Year of the Runaways
unfolds over the course of one shattering year in
which the destinies of these four characters
become irreversibly entwined, a year in which
they are forced to rely on one another in ways
they never could have foreseen, and in which
their hopes of breaking free of the past are
decimated by the punishing realities of
immigrant life. A novel of extraordinary ambition
and authority, about what it means and what it
costs to make a new life—about the
capaciousness of the human spirit, and the
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resurrection of tenderness and humanity in the
face of unspeakable suffering.
Now I Rise - Kiersten White 2017-06-27
The highly anticipated, mind-blowing New York
Times bestselling sequel to Kiersten White’s
New York Times bestseller, AND I DARKEN—the
series that reads like HBO’s Game of Thrones . .
. if it were set in the Ottoman Empire. A SISTER
FILLED WITH RAGE Lada Dracul has no allies.
No crown. All she has is what she’s always had:
herself. After failing to secure the Wallachian
throne, Lada is out to punish anyone who dares
cross her. She storms the countryside with her
men, but brute force isn’t getting Lada what she
wants. And thinking of Mehmed, the defiant
Ottoman sultan, brings little comfort to her
thorny heart. There’s no time to wonder whether
he still thinks about her, even loves her. She left
him before he could leave her. HER BROTHER
CAUGHT IN THE CROSSHAIRS Lada needs the
support of her diplomatic younger brother,
Radu. But Mehmed has sent him to
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Constantinople—and it’s no diplomatic mission.
Mehmed wants control of the city, and Radu has
earned an unwanted place as a double-crossing
spy behind enemy lines. And for the first time in
his life, when Lada asks him for help, he refuses
. . . leading his sister to make the darkest of
choices. THE ULTIMATE POWER PLAY Torn
between loyalties to faith, to the Ottomans, and
to Mehmed, Radu knows he owes Lada nothing.
If she dies, he could never forgive himself—but if
he fails in Constantinople, would Mehmed ever
forgive him? As nations fall around them, the
Dracul siblings must decide: what will they
sacrifice to fulfill their destinies? Empires will
topple, thrones will be won . . . and souls will be
lost. Fans of Victoria Aveyard’s THE RED
QUEEN and Sabaa Tahir’s A TORCH AGAINST
THE NIGHT won’t want to miss this riveting and
gorgeously written novel—the second in the And
I Darken series. ★ "Gorgeous, rich, and
rewarding."—Booklist, starred review ★
"Absolutely devastating in the best
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way."—Kirkus, starred review “A+, 5
knives.”—Amie Kaufman, New York Times
bestselling co-author of the STARBOUND and
ILLUMINAE FILES trilogies “Fierce, epic, and
crazy fun.”—Melissa Albert, New York Times
bestselling author of THE HAZEL WOOD A Teen
Choice Book Award nominee! Praise for And I
Darken: “A dark jewel of a story, one that
gleams with fierce, cunning
characters—absolutely riveting.” —Alexandra
Bracken, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of Passenger “A dark, gritty, and seriously
badass epic that will have you dying for more . . .
required reading for every feminist fantasy fan.”
—BuzzFeed “Evocative . . . this book takes no
prisoners.” —NPR
Pulse - Diane Guernsey 2011-10-17
Every Friday, Pulse--voices from the heart of
medicine (www.pulsemagazine.org) sends its
readers a compelling first-person story or poem
about health care. These intimate and authentic
voices of health professionals, patients and
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students have earned Pulse an enthusiastic and
growing international readership. This volume
includes every story and poem from Pulse's first
year of publication. "All of the stories in this
book...are told with a kind of urgency; these
encounters change lives and mark memories.
This collection is in some sense about writing for
one's life..." Perri Klass, JAMA
Sunshine After Rain - Dee Williams 2010-01-07
Emily Dalton leads a secure and privileged life
with her husband William and their two strongminded daughters, Connie and Jenny. But their
happy world is shattered when, in 1912, William
makes a trip to America that ends in tragedy.
Emily and her daughters cope as best they can,
but crippling debts quickly overwhelm them and
they are forced to abandon their large family
home. This is only the beginning, however, for
soon fighting breaks out with Germany and, as
the whole country is gripped by the chaos and
heartbreak of war, they find their lives change
beyond recognition. Connie, recently married to
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a much older man, goes to work on the trams
when her husband is sent away. Jenny decides to
become a nurse and soon finds herself facing the
horrors of the front line. Like everyone else, they
can only do their bit and hold on to the hope that
one day they will be reunited with those they
love...
Lady Maggie’s Secret Scandal - Grace
Burrowes 2012-05-01
USA Today Bestseller! "Burrowes is an
unconventional storyteller who knows exactly
how to touch a reader's heart and reach deep
into the soul."—RT Book Reviews Lady Maggie
Windham Has Secrets And she's been perfectly
capable of keeping them...until now. When she's
threatened with exposure, she turns to
investigator Benjamin Hazlit to keep catastrophe
at bay. But Maggie herself intrigues Benjamin
more than the riddle she's set him to solve. As he
uncovers more and more of her past, Maggie
struggles to keep him at a distance, until they
both begin to discover the truth in their hearts...
maggies-market-a-heart-stopping-saga-of-love-family-and-friendship

Praise for The Soldier: "Captivating...Burrowes's
straightforward, sensual love story is intelligent
and tender, rising above the crowd with deft
dialogue and delightful characters."—Publishers
Weekly, Starred Review "There is a quiet, yet
intense power to Burrowes's simple prose and
such depth of feelings that it will be difficult to
forget this marvelous story."—RT Book Reviews
4 ½ Stars, Top Pick of the Month "Burrowes
continues her winning streak with a delicious,
sensual historical romance capturing the spirit
of the time."—Booklist "With lots of humor and
steamy romance, these books are always a
delightful read, a treat for fans of Regency
romance at its best."—Night Owl Romance
The Lett Family Trilogy - Maggie Ford
2022-11-24
Turn back time with these captivating historical
sagas. Includes all three books in The Lett
Family Trilogy; One of the Family, Affairs of the
Heat and Echoes of the Past. One of the Family:
Mary Owen is forced to seek work in order to
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support her elderly aunt. Catching the eye of
Will, a young waiter at Letts restaurant, she
strikes it lucky – Will is desperate to make her
acquaintance and persuades the head chef to
take Mary on in the kitchen. But it is not only
Will who takes an interest in Mary. Henry Lett,
son of the restaurant’s owner, is intrigued by
Mary’s mysterious beauty and promotes her to
an office job. But before he can make a move, his
younger brother enters the scene. Charming,
irresponsible Geoffrey, with film-star looks and
money to burn, seems to have everything a girl
on the brink of womanhood could desire. With
three men vying for her attention, which will she
choose? Affairs of the Heart: Mary has been
struggling since the death of her baby daughter.
Her husband cannot understand why she finds it
so difficult to let go of the memory of their child
and seeks solace elsewhere. In an effort to
forget his feelings for Mary, Henry Lett marries
another woman. Meanwhile, Will considers
marriage to be out of the question. When it
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becomes clear that Mary’s marriage has hit the
rocks, both Henry and Will are presented with
another chance at happiness, but are either of
them able to take it? Echoes of the Past: When
Henry Lett dies, he leaves a restaurant that is
far from thriving. His nephew, Edwin, is loath to
see the once-famous Letts pass out of the
family’s hands, and he persuades his aunt to sell
her shares and give him a chance to get the
restaurant back on its feet. As Edwin prepares to
marry Helen, the lovely young daughter of
restaurant manager, William Goodridge, it
seems everything has fallen into place. But the
flame of attraction between Helen and Hugh,
Edwin’s cousin, simmers in the background. A
fearful Will watches over the trio, waiting and
wondering when to reveal a secret that will
reopen old wounds... An emotional and engaging
saga series set in wartime London, perfect for
fans of Rosie Harris, Maggie Hope and Katie
Flynn. Praise for Maggie Ford ‘What a story! I
couldn’t put these books down... would
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recommend this series to anyone and everyone,
just brilliant.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader review ‘Excellent.
The characters came alive in this absorbing
story of life in the 1920s.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader review
‘Fantastic story, grabs you from the start.
Couldn’t put it down. I felt like I was there.’
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader review ‘A well written family
saga... excellent story.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader review
‘Very good read... couldn’t put it down.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Reader review
Coming to Rosemont - Barbara Hinske
2016-08-26
Forensic accountant Maggie Martin survives the
sudden death of her husband, the charismatic
President of Windsor College, only to uncover
the secrets of his carefully concealed double life.
Dealing with the financial and emotional
wreckage left in Paul's wake, she is stunned to
learn he inherited an estate known as Rosemont
in the seemingly serene Midwestern town of
Westbury. Why had he never told her? Maggie
travels to Westbury for the stated purpose of
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listing Rosemont for immediate sale, but what
she really seeks are answers to her allconsuming questions about her sham of a
marriage; her sham of a life. She never
anticipated the seductive charm of Rosemont.
Throwing her trademark caution to the wind,
and over the objections of her opinionated
grown children, she pulls up stakes and moves
halfway across the country, determined to make
a fresh start in Westbury. Behind closed doors,
however, lurks a cadre of evildoers, playing with
multiple wild cards of fraud, embezzlement and
arson. With a quiet, orderly - and distinctively
solitary - life in mind, Maggie is instead thrown
headlong into a crusade against political
corruption, where defeat and retreat are not an
option. Still bearing the scars of betrayal, will
she find joy, romance and possibility in
Westbury? This fast-paced, smart novel has
enough twists and turns to make the reader
want to buckle in!
The Eye of Eternity - Maggie Furey 2003-07-01
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The Curtain Walls safeguarding the kingdoms of
Myrial tremble on the point of collapse. If they
fall, the world will fall with them. Its fate lies in
the hands of the Shadowleague, but they have
been shaken to the core by the return of the
renegade Amaurn. Claiming what he believes to
be his rightful place - at the head of the
Shadowleague - the man who long ago betrayed
the Loremasters must first persuade them to
follow him. He has already deposed the
Achimandrite, but now a greater challenge
awaits - and his sinister past is far from
forgotten. In the kingdom of Callisiora, in the
mountain city of Tiarond, those who managed to
survive the vicious attach of the winged
Ak'Zahar remain trapped in the Temple. The
new Hierarch, Gilarra, knows that time is fast
running out for her and her people. Unaware of
the great catastrophe that threatens to tear
Myrial apart, only a miracle can save them. THE
EYE OF ETERNITY is the triumphant final
volume in this magical fantasy trilogy. Find out
maggies-market-a-heart-stopping-saga-of-love-family-and-friendship

more about this title and others at
www.orbitbooks.co.uk
Storm of Locusts - Rebecca Roanhorse
2019-04-23
Kai and Caleb Goodacre have been kidnapped
just as rumors of a cult sweeping across the
reservation leads Maggie and Hastiin to
investigate an outpost, and what they find there
will challenge everything they’ve come to know
in this “badass” (The New York Times) actionpacked sequel to Trail of Lightning. It’s been
four weeks since the bloody showdown at Black
Mesa, and Maggie Hoskie, Diné monster hunter,
is trying to make the best of things. Only her
latest bounty hunt has gone sideways, she’s lost
her only friend, Kai Arviso, and she’s somehow
found herself responsible for a girl with a
strange clan power. Then the Goodacre twins
show up at Maggie’s door with the news that Kai
and the youngest Goodacre, Caleb, have fallen in
with a mysterious cult, led by a figure out of
Navajo legend called the White Locust. The
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Goodacres are convinced that Kai’s a true
believer, but Maggie suspects there’s more to
Kai’s new faith than meets the eye. She vows to
track down the White Locust, then rescue Kai
and make things right between them. Her search
leads her beyond the Walls of Dinétah and
straight into the horrors of the Big Water world
outside. With the aid of a motley collection of
allies, Maggie must battle body harvesters,
newborn casino gods and, ultimately, the White
Locust himself. But the cult leader is nothing
like she suspected, and Kai might not need
rescuing after all. When the full scope of the
White Locust’s plans are revealed, Maggie’s
burgeoning trust in her friends, and herself, will
be pushed to the breaking point, and not
everyone will survive.
Lonely Teardrops - Freda Lightfoot 2019-09-23
Blood is thicker than water... It’s a rainy day on
Champion Street as Harriet attends the funeral
of her beloved father. But then her grandmother
drops a bombshell on her out of nowhere and
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she can hardly take in the words for shock and
grief. Joyce, the woman she has always called
Mam, isn’t really her mother. After all this time,
it at least explains why Joyce always favoured
Harriet’s brother, Grant. Her emotions in
turmoil, Harriet discovers a streak of rebellion
that puts everything she holds dear into
jeopardy. Can she ever come back from the
brink or will her life be full of nothing but lonely
teardrops? An emotional saga of love and loss
set around a family hair salon in 1950s
Manchester, perfect for fans of Maggie Ford and
Kitty Neale. Praise for Lonely Teardrops 'You
can’t put a price on Freda Lightfoot’s stories
from Manchester’s 1950s Champion Street
Market. They bubble with enough life and colour
to brighten up the dreariest day and they have
characters you can easily take to your heart’
Northern Echo ‘I found it hard to put down. The
reader is transported in time’ 5* Reader review
‘An excellent read’ 5* Reader review ‘Freda
Lightfoot never disappoints’ 5* Reader review
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Stone Heart - Peter J Merrigan 2020-07-05
Ireland, 279 BC. A nation at war. For two boys, it
will be gruelling. For Ireland... it will be bloody.
Aggie Grey - Fay Alailima 1988
The story of the South Pacific's best known
hotelier.
The Raven King (The Raven Cycle, Book 4) Maggie Stiefvater 2016-04-26
The fourth and final installment in the
spellbinding series from the irrepressible, #1
New York Times bestselling author Maggie
Stiefvater. All her life, Blue has been warned
that she will cause her true love's death. She
doesn't believe in true love and never thought
this would be a problem, but as her life becomes
caught up in the strange and sinister world of
the Raven Boys, she's not so sure anymore. In a
starred review for Blue Lily, Lily Blue, Kirkus
Reviews declared: "Expect this truly one-of-akind series to come to a thundering close."
Murder in Marseille - Susan Kiernan-Lewis
2019-07-13
maggies-market-a-heart-stopping-saga-of-love-family-and-friendship

From bouillabaisse to betrayal… …and the
beautiful city that is home to both When the
dead body of one of Marseille’s most corrupt
politicians is found stuffed in Maggie’s car trunk
it creates a bubbling stew of deception, betrayal
and revenge. Is there a connection between the
victim and Maggie? Her family? Or is this a
message for Laurent as a result of his nefarious
history of crime and misdeeds? Even worse, a
devastating family secret that Laurent and
Maggie have spent the last twelve years hiding
is shockingly revealed to the world, putting
everything they have—as well as everyone they
love—in immediate jeopardy. This heart-stopping
thrill ride takes you through the menacing back
streets of Marseille in Maggie’s determined
trajectory toward the truth—and the truly
evil—behind it.
Hollywood Girls Club - Maggie Marr 2007
Meet Lydia Albright, one of Hollywood's hottest
movie producers, Lydia's best friend and
tinseltown's favourite celebrity, Celeste Solange,
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agent to the stars Jessica Caulfield and script
writer, Mary Anne Meyers. Join them in a tale of
friendship and revenge, set in the glitzy world of
Hollywood stardom.
Eternity - Laury Falter 2011-12
"Maggie prepares for defense against the
world's most evil creatures while uncovering the
truth behind her identity and why their enemies
will never give up"--T.p. verso.
Hidden Game, Book 1 of the Ancient Court
Trilogy (Hidden Saga Book 7) - Amy Patrick
2017-04-14
As a royal in the Ancient Court, Nic’s life is
planned out for him. Those plans do NOT include
falling in love with a human… 18-year-old Macy
Moreno meant to spend a few months
backpacking around Europe. Instead, she’s
ended up in an ancient castle belonging to
international soccer sensation Nicolo
Buonaccorsi. Macy thought it might be fun to
meet a celebrity—especially one as hot as
Nicolo, but things at Nic’s house are a bit…
maggies-market-a-heart-stopping-saga-of-love-family-and-friendship

strange. For one thing, she’s only one of many
girls there, and all the others seem to be under
some sort of spell. And while their exotic “hosts”
are generous and intensely beautiful, they’re
also a little terrifying. They keep promising the
girls they’ll get to meet the handsome and
wealthy sports star—but they don’t deliver.
Macy is done with the whole bizarre situation
and ready to hit the road again. But her life
takes a thrilling and startling turn when she
catches the eye of the mysterious and alluring
Nicolo-- and learns the truth about him and the
Ancient Court's Hidden Game... Romantic and
gripping, Hidden Game will transport fans of
urban fantasy and paranormal romance to a
fascinating world within our own, filled with
suspense, danger, and desire. Readers
captivated by Cassandra Clare’s Mortal
Instruments series and Stephenie Meyer’s
Twilight Saga will devour Hidden Game. ***Give
in to the Glamour of the Ancient Court and
download your copy of Hidden Game today!***
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Paranormal romance, urban fantasy, Hidden
Saga, Hidden Series, Hidden Deep, The Mortal
Instruments, Cassandra Clare, Shadowhunters,
Twilight Saga, Stephenie Meyer, Jennifer L.
Armentrout, Lux, A Shade of Vampire, Alyson
Noel, Alyssa Day, Annie Bellet, Becca
Fitzpatrick, Hush Hush, Bella Forrest, Christine
Feehan, Cora Carmack, Holly Black, Julie
Kagawa, Julia Crane, Lauren Kate, Fallen,
Lauren Oliver, Kiera Cass, Michelle Madow,
Martina Boone, Marie Lu, Sarra Cannon, Sophie
Davis, Talon, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Wendy Higgins,
Sweet Evil, The Shade, The Vampire Wish,
Wicked Trilogy, Wicked, White Hot Kiss,
Veronica Roth, Victoria Aveyard, magical, sexy,
entrancing, second chance, first love, clean
romance, romance saga, complete series, far,
Elves, dark faerie tale, dark fae, dark court, light
court, Elven, fey, fairy, faelorehn, obsidian,
Sarah Rees Brennan, Brenda K. Davies, Kricket
series, Karen Lynch, Immortals, Maggie
Stiefvater, Runes, Richelle Mead, Nikki Jefford,
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Night War Saga, Throne of Glass, Sarah J. Maas,
Stacey Marie Brown, Vampire Diaries,
Hunter of Her Heart - Kaylie Newell 2018-11-05
To love a bad boy is to love the beast inside
him...Bad boy Zane Wolfe has always been wild
and reckless. Even though he's hot for his high
school sweetheart, he's not planning on settling
down anytime soon. Plus, he's changing in
strange ways...and he begins to wonder if there's
truth to the local folklore that claims his family
is cursed to be werewolves.There's never been a
time when Candi Brooks didn't have a serious
weakness for Zane and his intense, dark sex
appeal. She craves him. But after her life
changes dramatically and Zane still won't
commit, Candi's reached her limit. She can't
wait forever, so she's taking her heart off the
table before it gets broken.Danger begins
stalking Candi, and Zane will do anything to
protect her. But the person she might need the
most protection from could be him.Content
Warning: contains strong language and sensual
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sexNote: This book has been previously
published.
Hamnet - Maggie O'Farrell 2020-07-21
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
WINNER • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
“Of all the stories that argue and speculate
about Shakespeare’s life ... here is a novel ... so
gorgeously written that it transports you." —The
Boston Globe England, 1580: The Black Death
creeps across the land, an ever-present threat,
infecting the healthy, the sick, the old and the
young alike. The end of days is near, but life
always goes on. A young Latin tutor—penniless
and bullied by a violent father—falls in love with
an extraordinary, eccentric young woman. Agnes
is a wild creature who walks her family’s land
with a falcon on her glove and is known
throughout the countryside for her unusual gifts
as a healer, understanding plants and potions
better than she does people. Once she settles
with her husband on Henley Street in Stratfordupon-Avon, she becomes a fiercely protective
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mother and a steadfast, centrifugal force in the
life of her young husband, whose career on the
London stage is just taking off when his beloved
young son succumbs to sudden fever. Don’t miss
Maggie O’Farrell’s new novel, The Marriage
Portrait, coming in September!
Murder in the South of France - Susan
Kiernan-Lewis 2014-01-01
When her sister dies, Atlanta copywriter Maggie
Newberry flies to the south of France to find the
little niece that no one in the family even knew
existed. Along the way, she finds handsome sexy
Frenchman Laurent Dernier to help with the
search. Meanwhile, her sister’s murderer sets
his sights on the little girl—and Maggie.
Teardrop - Lauren Kate 2013
Since Eureka's mother drowned, she wishes she
were dead too, but after discovering that an
ancient book is more than a story Eureka begins
to believe that Ander is right about her being
involved in strange things--and in grave danger.
The Alchemists of Loom - Elise Kova 2018-03-27
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Ari lost everything she once loved when the Five
Guilds' resistance fell to the Dragon King. Now,
she uses her gift for clockwork machinery to
earn a living on the black market. Cvareh would
do anything to see his sister usurp the Dragon
King's place on the throne, and the Alchemist
Guild on Loom might hold the key. When Ari
stumbles across a wounded Cvareh, she sees an
opportunity to slaughter an enemy and make a
profit. He sees an opportunity to navigate Loom
with the best person to get him where he wants
to go. He offers Ari the one thing she can't
refuse: a wish of her greatest desire, if she
brings him to the Alchemists of Loom. -Born in Fire - Nora Roberts 2013-09-03
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts presents the first novel in the Irish Born
Trilogy—featuring three modern sisters bound
by the timeless beauty of Ireland. Margaret
Mary, the eldest Concannon sister, is a glass
artist with an independent streak as fierce as
her volatile temper. Hand-blowing glass is a
maggies-market-a-heart-stopping-saga-of-love-family-and-friendship

difficult and exacting art, and while she may
produce the delicate and the fragile, Maggie is a
strong and opinionated woman, a Clare woman,
with all the turbulence of that fascinating west
country. One man, Dublin gallery owner Rogan
Sweeney, has seen the soul in Maggie’s art, and
vows to help her build a career. When he comes
to Maggie’s studio, her heart is inflamed by their
fierce attraction—and her scarred past is slowly
healed by love… Don't miss the other books in
the Irish Born Trilogy Born in Ice Born in Shame
The Raven Boys - Maggie Stiefvater 2013-06-07
Blue's gift seems to be that she makes other
people's talents stronger. When she meets
Gansey, one of the Raven Boys from the
Aglionby Academy, she discovers that together
their talents are a dangerous mix.
The Heart of What Was Lost - Tad Williams
2017-01-03
The world was nearly destroyed, but now knows
hope again. At the end of Memory, Sorrow, and
Thorn, Ineluki the Storm King, an undead spirit
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of horrifying, demonic power, came within
moments of stopping Time itself and obliterating
humankind. He was defeated by a coalition of
mortal men and women joined by his own
deathless descendants, the Sithi. In the wake of
the Storm King's fall, Ineluki's loyal minions, the
Norns, retreat north to Nakkiga, an ancient
citadel which holds a priceless artefact known as
The Heart of What Was Lost. They are pursued
by the army of Duke Isgrimnur who is
determined to wipe out the Norns for all time.
The two armies will soon clash in a battle so
strange and deadly, so wracked with dark
enchantment, that it threatens to destroy not
just one side but quite possibly all.
Heart Of The Cross - Emily Madden 2019-09-01
From Ireland to Kings Cross, a legacy of loss and
hope echoes across the generations ... Tinahely,
Ireland, 1959 Rosie Hart is content leaving her
home behind to follow her new husband to
Australia. But she soon discovers there is no
room for her or their young son in the life he has
maggies-market-a-heart-stopping-saga-of-love-family-and-friendship

built in vibrant Kings Cross. As their marriage
crumbles, Rosie will need to fight for the golden
future her son deserves. Rose Bay, 1984
Haunted by her past, Rosie is determined her
daughter Maggie will follow the path she has set
out for her. But Maggie has plans of her own,
and Rosie can only pray the grief that plagues
the Hart name won't follow her. Sydney, 2017
When her grandmother dies and leaves Brianna
Hart a secret apartment in Kings Cross, Brie
wonders what else Rosie was keeping from her.
As Brie chases the truth of Rosie's past she
uncovers an incredible story of passion, violence,
love and tragedy. Is the Hart family's legacy of
loss inescapable, or has Rosie gifted her
granddaughter with a future of hope? MORE
PRAISE 'Expertly woven ... a heartbreaking tale
of first love lost, second chances, new
beginnings and overwhelming guilt. It captured
my heart and my imagination.' - Beauty and Lace
on The Lost Pearl
A Heart Revealed - Julie Lessman 2011-09
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A young woman healing from a broken past
catches the eye of a confirmed bachelor in this
sizzling historical romance set in New England
in 1931.
The Wall Street Journal - 1989
Library Journal - 1996
The Dream Thieves - Maggie Stiefvater
2013-09-05
This is the second book in a brand new series
from bestselling author, Maggie Stiefvater. Fans
of SHIVER (9781407115009), LINGER
(9781407121086) and FOREVER
(9781407121116) will love this new quartet!
Waterfall - Lauren Kate 2014-10-28
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author
of the FALLEN series comes WATERFALL, a
novel about love, betrayal, and epic
consequences—a world-altering tale told by a
girl whose tears have the power to raise the lost
continent of Atlantis. This second novel in the
maggies-market-a-heart-stopping-saga-of-love-family-and-friendship

Teardrop series is intensely romantic, with
strong, hot main characters caught up in a
thrilling fantastical love triangle. For readers
who love Lauren Kate and the worlds of Alyson
Noël, P. C. Cast, Maggie Stiefvater, and
Veronica Rossi. Eureka’s tears have flooded the
earth, and now Atlantis is rising, bringing with it
its evil king, Atlas. Eureka is the only one who
can stop him, but first she must learn how to
fight. She travels across the ocean with Cat, her
family, and Ander, the gorgeous and mysterious
Seedbearer who promises to help her find Solon,
an enigmatic lost Seedbearer who knows how to
defeat Atlas. Once on land, Eureka is taunted by
gossipwitches, a group of displaced Atlantean
sorceresses, and ambushed by locals struggling
to survive amid the destruction her tears have
wrought. And she feels no closer to facing Atlas
or saving the world when Solon lets slip that
love is Ander’s weakness, and that any affection
he feels toward her makes him age faster. Trying
to make sense of the dark world her sorrow has
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created, Eureka receives startling insight from
an enchanted pond. Her bewildering reflection
reveals a soul-crushing secret: if she’s strong
enough, Eureka can draw on this knowledge to
defeat Atlas—unless her broken heart is just
what he needs to fuel his rising kingdom. . . . In
Waterfall, Eureka has the chance to save the
world. But she’ll have to give up
everything—even love.
How to Save a Life - Eva Carter 2021-05-18
In this moving love story, three friends find out
what it really means to save someone. “A heartstopping, heart-wrenching, and heartwarming
story that kept me reading well into the
night.”—Clare Pooley, New York Times
bestselling author of The Authenticity Project
Kerry Smith is going to save lives—and so is her
best friend, Tim Palmer. After years of working
toward medical school, they are about to take
their entrance exams. But on the eve of the new
millennium, a classmate goes into cardiac arrest,
changing everything. For nearly eighteen
maggies-market-a-heart-stopping-saga-of-love-family-and-friendship

minutes, rising soccer star Joel Greenaway is
dead. For nearly eighteen minutes, Kerry
performs CPR on her longtime crush. And for
nearly eighteen minutes, Tim is too shocked to
help. Though they don’t yet know it, those
eighteen minutes will change the next eighteen
years of their lives. Because, as it turns out,
saving a life doesn’t always guarantee a happy
ending. With his soccer career cut short, Joel
lashes out and breaks Kerry’s heart by ending
their burgeoning relationship with a cruelty that
derails her future, while Tim struggles to
reconcile his dream of becoming a doctor with
the reality of failing to act. As each struggles to
move on from the events of that fateful New
Year’s Eve, their lives can’t seem to stop
colliding year after year. Ensnared by their
shared histories and her big heart, Kerry soon
finds herself picking up the pieces after both
broken men. But when Kerry is the one who
needs saving, will anyone be there for her? As
Kerry, Tim, and Joel discover what it means to
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love, to forgive, and to find your calling, How to
Save a Life shows us that there is more than one
way to save a life—and more than one path to
finding meaning in your own.
The Heart of Myrial - Maggie Furey 2000-07-01
Ever since she burst upon the world of fantasy
fiction in 1994 with her first novel, AURIAN,
Maggie Furey has been one of the most rapidly
rising stars in the genre. Her immense
storytelling skill has caught the imagination of
readers across the world and have established
her as one of the most popular writers in the
field. THE HEART OF MYRIAL begins a
spellbinding new fantasy series which will take
her to new heights. The magical barriers that
have held things in place for aeons are
beginning to fail, and the planet is subjected to
great climatic upheaval. But it is not only a
natural disaster. For the boundaries have also
served to keep hostile nations apart. With
catastrophe imminent, the only hope of salvation
lies in the hands of the Shadowleague. But first
maggies-market-a-heart-stopping-saga-of-love-family-and-friendship

they must learn what lies within the Heart of
Myrial. More information on this book and
others can be found on the Orbit website at
www.orbitbooks.co.uk
Gaodhal - 1904
Great Circle - Maggie Shipstead 2021-05-04
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A TODAY
SHOW #ReadWithJenna BOOK CLUB PICK •
WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION NOMINEE •
The unforgettable story of a daredevil female
aviator determined to chart her own course in
life, at any cost: an “epic trip—through
Prohibition and World War II, from Montana to
London to present-day Hollywood—and you’ll
relish every minute” (People). After being
rescued as infants from a sinking ocean liner in
1914, Marian and Jamie Graves are raised by
their dissolute uncle in Missoula, Montana.
There--after encountering a pair of barnstorming
pilots passing through town in beat-up biplanes-Marian commences her lifelong love affair with
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flight. At fourteen she drops out of school and
finds an unexpected and dangerous patron in a
wealthy bootlegger who provides a plane and
subsidizes her lessons, an arrangement that will
haunt her for the rest of her life, even as it
allows her to fulfill her destiny:
circumnavigating the globe by flying over the
North and South Poles. A century later, Hadley
Baxter is cast to play Marian in a film that
centers on Marian's disappearance in Antarctica.
Vibrant, canny, disgusted with the
claustrophobia of Hollywood, Hadley is eager to
redefine herself after a romantic film franchise
has imprisoned her in the grip of cult celebrity.
Her immersion into the character of Marian
unfolds, thrillingly, alongside Marian's own
story, as the two women's fates--and their
hunger for self-determination in vastly different
geographies and times--collide. Epic and
emotional, meticulously researched and
gloriously told, Great Circle is a monumental
work of art, and a tremendous leap forward for
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the prodigiously gifted Maggie Shipstead.
Maggie's Market - Dee Williams 2010-12-09
After her husband disappears, will Maggie Ross
be able to support her young family alone? Dee
Williams' Maggie's Market is a heart-warming
saga of a young mother finding happiness and
independence after heartache. Perfect for fans
of Sheila Newberry and Annie Murray. 'A
brilliant story, full of surprises' - Woman's Realm
It's 1935 and Maggie Ross loves her life amongst
the stallholders in Kelvin Market where her
husband Tony has a bric-a-brac stall and where
she lives, with her young family, above Mr
Goldman's bespoke tailors. But when one fine
spring day her husband disappears into thin air
her world collapses. Maggie has no way of
knowing where her husband went, nor why he
left her so suddenly - especially when she's got a
new baby on the way. What she can tell is who
her real friends are, as she struggles to bring
her children up alone. There's outspoken,
golden-hearted Winnie, her fellow stallholder
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whose cheerful chatter hides a sad past, and
cheeky Eve whom she's known since they were
girls. And there's also Inspector Matthews, the
policeman sent to investigate her husband's
disappearance; a man who, to the Kelvin Market
staffholders, is on the wrong side of the law, and
a man to whom Maggie is increasingly drawn...
What readers are saying about Maggie's Market:
'Dee Williams is a page-turner. She creates
atmosphere and tension, but most of all, you
really don't want to put the book down. There is
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something for everyone in this story. Buy a copy
and travel into another world' 'I loved the
characters and camaraderie amongst the market
stall holders... a charming story' 'Another lovely,
exciting story, really enjoyed it from beginning
to end, didn't want to put it down'
The Postmistress (Our Street at War, Book
1) - Maggie Sullivan 2020-12-26
Heartwarming and nostalgic new Saga series
from the author of Mother’s Day on Coronation
Street.
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